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Publishable Executive Summary

The seventh INTERACT Newsletter is focussing on the challenges that COVID-19 is posing on INTERACT and the society as a whole and INTERACT’s way to deal with it and help in extraordinary times like this. In this newsletter we report on how the corona virus is affecting the possibilities for research stations to be open. Many of the INTERACT research stations are located in very remote areas often with long distance to nearest hospital and it would be a disaster if the virus was spread in an area like this. Also, we report on how this will affect the upcoming field season and the Transnational Access users. In addition, we report on how INTERACT and the educational material that have been developed within the project can aid teachers in these times when online classes are the only alternative to teach.
INTERACT responds to Coronavirus issues for research and education

INTERACT in the near Future

INTERACT sincerely hopes that all our readers and their families are safe and in good health. We extend our thoughts and support to those who have lost loved ones. For those who are ill, we wish a speedy and complete recovery.

INTERACT works closely with the UK charity Wicked Weather Watch and the Geography, Geographical Association, Sheffield. ISBN: 978-1-84407-843-7

The virus has severely disrupted education from universities to primary schools. In many countries, the leaders of schools are experiencing disruption and schools are closed or are closed. The worldwide shutdown has already reached out physically to over 10,000 classroom and online activities. They are available in English and Polish.

INTERACT works with the University of the Arctic, a network of over 200 universities, and is producing free and widely used educational resources on distance learning in general. Learn more here: interact.org/deliverables

As INTERACT and the TA users have a great moral responsibility to make a contribution to the initiative "Learning through the Internet. For the World’s Children." INTERACT is aware that schools are closed or have limited access to the stations. INTERACT responds and is helping.

INTERACT is committed to provide on-demand educational support research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning.

INTERACT is using its Virtual Access (VA), the single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research.

INTERACT is using its Virtual Access (VA), the single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research.

INTERACT responds and is helping. Interact the station and the TA Coordination to explore the possibilities and offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research.

INTERACT is committed to provide on-demand educational resources and distance learning in general. Learn more here: interact.org/deliverables

• School Children in the UK and now during the coronavirus pandemic are experiencing disruption and schools are closed or are closed. The worldwide shutdown has already reached out physically to over 10,000 classroom and online activities. They are available in English and Polish.

• INTERACT is working with the University of the Arctic, a network of over 200 universities, and is producing free and widely used educational resources on distance learning in general. Learn more here: interact.org/deliverables

• As INTERACT and the TA users have a great moral responsibility to make a contribution to the initiative "Learning through the Internet. For the World’s Children." INTERACT is aware that schools are closed or have limited access to the stations. INTERACT responds and is helping.

• INTERACT is committed to provide on-demand educational support research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning. INTERACT is in the forefront of making data online and thereby supporting research and learning.

• INTERACT is using its Virtual Access (VA), the single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research. Unleash the hidden potential of the INTERACT VA single entry point to discover what VA has to offer for your research.